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C

Christy Gridley 

http://www.christysstampingspot.com/  

christysstampingspot@gmail.com  

Penguin Place
Bundle Black &

White Card

ard Measurements:  

Thick Basic White cs card base - 11" x 4 1/4" scored at 4 1/4".  

Embossed Basic White cs panel layer - 5 3/8" x 4 1/8".  

Pattern Party DSP panel - 5" x 3 3/4" plus two 1/2" x 3 3/4" strips.  

Basic White cs stitched scalloped rectangle - (2 1/2) die cut with the Scalloped Contours

dies.  

Black Glitter paper beak & feet - punched with the Penguin Builder Punch & the Turtle

Punch.  

Black & White Gingham ribbon  

DSP = Designer Series Paper  

cs = cardstock

Supplies needed:

Penguin Place Bundle

(English)

[156789 ]

$31.50

Penguin Place Photopolymer

Stamp Set (English)

[156410 ]

$17.00

Tuxedo Black Memento Ink

Pad

[132708 ]

$6.00

Clear Wink Of Stella Glitter

Brush

[141897 ]

$8.00

Basic White 8 1/2" X 11" Thick

Cardstock

[159229 ]

$8.25

Pattern Party 12" X 12" (30.5 X

30.5 Cm) Host Designer Series

Paper

[155426 ]

$18.00

Basic White 8 1/2" X 11"

Cardstock

[159276 ]

$9.75

Black Glitter Paper

[153518 ]

$6.00

Stampin' Cut & Emboss

Machine

[149653 ]

$120.00

Scalloped Contours Dies

[155560 ]

$35.00
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Painted Texture 3 D

Embossing Folder

[154317 ]

$9.00

Penguin Builder Punch

[156452 ]

$18.00

Turtle Punch

[155372 ]

$18.00

Paper Trimmer

[152392 ]

$25.00

Paper Snips

[103579 ]

$10.00

Simply Shammy

[147042 ]

$8.00

Bone Folder

[102300 ]

$7.00

Black & White 1/4" (6.4 Mm)

Gingham Ribbon

[156485 ]

$7.00

Opal Rounds

[154289 ]

$7.50

Stampin' Seal

[152813 ]

$8.00

Mini Glue Dots

[103683 ]

$5.25

Black Stampin' Dimensionals

Combo Pack

[150893 ]

$6.00

Multipurpose Liquid Glue

[110755 ]

$4.00

Project Recipe:

1. Start with a Thick Basic White cs card base. Cut a Basic White cs panel layer and a

Pattern Party DSP panel. Dry emboss the Basic White cs panel layer with the Painted

Texture 3D embossing folder. Glue the DSP panel to the embossed panel layer and

wrap the panels with Black & White Gingham ribbon using Stampin' Seal to secure the

ends to the back of the panel. Glue the wrapped panels to the card base.
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2. Die cut a Basic White cs stitched scalloped rectangle with the Scalloped Contours

dies. Stamp the sentiment (slightly bend the photopolymer stamp to fit) from the

Penguin Place in Memento Black ink on the top of the stitched scalloped rectangle.

Stamp the penguin from the Penguin Place stamp set in Memento Black ink centered

toward the bottom of the stitched scalloped rectangle. Add Wink of Stella to the

penguin body. Punch out a Black Glitter paper beak with the Turtle punch and Black

Glitter paper feet with the Penguin Builder punch. Use glue dots to add the beak & feet

to the penguin. Use Black Stampin' Dimensionals to add the stitched scalloped

rectangle to the card front overlapping the wrapped ribbon.

3. Tie a small bow with the Black & White Gingham ribbon and use glue dots to attach

it to the le� side of the stitched scalloped rectangle. Add Opal Rounds to the card front

for extra sparkle.

4. I stamped the sentiment & penguin from the Penguin Place stamp set in Memento

Black ink. I also added a strip of DSP to the inside and back of the card to pull the

theme through.


